During my work on Old Babylonian letters in the University Museum (Philadelphia) I noticed a text that seems to be a fragment of a royal inscription of one of the kings of the First Dynasty of Babylon. The wording of this fragment is new to us and the identity of its royal author cannot be established.¹

The text is published here in copy and transliteration with the kind consent of Professor A. Sjöberg, Curator of the Babylonian Collection in the University Museum. The text, CBS 1501, is a fragment of a thick (3.5 cm) clay tablet, pinkish cream coloured; the clay is well levigated. Its dimensions are 7.1 × 6.1 × 3.5 cm. One may assume that the text originates from Sippar like all other early CBS texts.

Transliteration:
1. ]x x a x a) x (x) b) k[ā.ding]ir-ra[kī] ri-
2. ]x ki-ma ša-me-e ú-ul-[u-ū
3. ]x x ša d[en.zu] dub-ša-ar ū-na x x c]
4. ]ga? iš-ru-ku-šu[m
8. an-nu-ni-tum šar-ra-at a-nu-x[\n9. ]h[a-ab-lam x za ID x\n10. ]x x [x] x a) šu i x[\n11. ]x ID x[\n12. ]x (x) x[\n
a) na, or [š]a?
b) i-na?
c) am x, or n[š]?
d) [a]r, or ri